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ITA Airport Taxi at Buffalo Niagara International Airport Sets Example as
Community Focused Business

“We love the city and the opportunities it has given us,” commented a spokesperson from ITA
Airport Taxi. “So it's only natural to do what we can, where we can to give back to Buffalo in
real ways, not just with words.”

Buffalo NY (PRWEB) January 27, 2016 -- ITA Airport Taxi at Buffalo Airport Sets Example as Community
Focused Business

Many businesses work in a community, but do little to give back. In Buffalo, New York one has proven
themselves a great exception to this rule – ITA Airport Taxi, who operate out of the very busy Buffalo Airport.
In the last few years they've shown a great many examples of why they are assets to Buffalo, its citizens and its
guests.
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It's certainly something special to find a business that embraces the city they operate in to such a great degree
it's difficult to list all the ways they have given back to their community. Buffalo, NY's ITA Airport Taxi are
one of the few who fit well in that category. Proudly serving the Buffalo Airport, there company and its
employees have repeatedly done exceptional things to help make Buffalo a better place.

“We love the city and the opportunities it has given us,” commented a spokesperson from ITA Airport Taxi.
“So it's only natural to do what we can, where we can to give back to Buffalo in real ways, not just with
words.”

Some recent highlights of these activities have included: For the last two years ITA Airport Taxi have held
doing fundraising events for the Roswell Park Cancer center Buffalo; the team has organized ongoing blood
drives for the Red Cross at the Airport; sadly, two years ago one of their team member got shot and died,
named Mazen Abdallah, for his remembrance ITA Airport Taxi offer a scholarship to local students; ITA
Airport taxi contributes to the Buffalo City Mission to feed the homeless and hungry; for Thanksgiving 2015
they have donated 1000 plus lbs of turkey meat to the Buffalo City Mission; and for Christmas 2015 the
company held a food drive at the airport for those in need.

With the company continuing these efforts in 2016 and beyond they truly show a great deal of what's good
about Buffalo and present a role model for other businesses to follow to make Buffalo an even better place to
work and live.

For more information, be sure to visit http://www.BuffaloAirportTaxi.com
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Contact Information
Frank Bona
ITA-Buffalo Airport Taxi
http://www.BuffaloAirporttaxi.com
+1 7166338318

Frank Bona
ITA-Buffalo Airport Taxi
http://www.BuffaloAirporttaxi.com
7166338318

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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